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Art 10.1 European Convention on Human Rights

Johannes Hahn, Commissioner for European Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement Negotiations

«Everyone has the right to freedom of expression; 
This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to 
receive and impart information and ideas without interference 
by public authority and regardless of frontiers.
The freedom and pluralism of the media shall be respected.»

«A strong, sustainable and independent media sector is vital to 
guaranteeing the freedom of expression, which is one of the 
European Union’s most fundamental principles, and one of the 
most essential requirements of EU integration.»

«As the United Nations agency with a specific mandate to 
promote “the free flow of ideas by word and image”, UNESCO 
works to foster free, independent and pluralistic media in 
print, broadcast and online. Media development in this mode 
enhances freedom of expression, and it contributes to peace, 
sustainability, poverty eradication and human rights.»
Unesco mandate of the Communication and Information Sector 



OF THE MEDIA SITUATION

MAIN ISSUES IN THE REGION*
Political influence over media content
• Important State control over the funds that media receive;
• Independent media put under pressure;
• Political control over national broadcasting companies;
• Media politically divided;
• Intrusion of business interests into editorial policies.
Fragile labour conditions
• Majority of journalists lacking proper contracts and fearing for their jobs;
• Journalists usually earning less than average salaries.
Weak journalism education
• Lack of quality practical education and trainingship programs;
• Lack of up-to-date text books and literature;
• Few university lectures with professional journalism experience.

Albania 65%

Bosnia and Herzegovina 80%

North Macedonia 75%

Montenegro 69 %

Serbia 72 %

Turkey 68 %

Kosovo (under UNSCR 1244) 80 %

MEDIA CONSUMPTION IN THE REGION
What type of media do citizens use to get information?

здраво!

zdravo

Hello !përshëndetje

Internet penetration rate The most used social networks in the area

Television Social Media Word of mouth

*Source: SJPR, Back to the drawing board: Crafting the ideal Journalism Curricula for South East Europe
http://respublica.edu.mk/attach/Building-Trust-in-Media-in-SEE.pdf

http://respublica.edu.mk/attach/Building-Trust-in-Media-in-SEE.pdf


WHERE ?
In Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the 
Former Yugoslav Republic of North 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey 
and in Kosovo (administered by the UN 
Interim Administration Mission in 
Kosovo in the context of UN Security 
Council Resolution 1244).

WHEN ?
From the 1 of January 
2016 to the 1of April 
2019.

WHY ?
Media freedom and democracy can 
only be ensured in an environment 
where citizens trust the information 
they receive from media. At the same 
time, the online disinformation crisis 
calls for strengthening the capacities 
of citizens to critically assess the infor-
mation they receive.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION

IN SOUTH EAST EUROPE & TURKEY
The project seeks to restore confidence in the media in South East Europe and Turkey. The focus is on 
improving media accountability mechanisms, media internal governance, and media and information 
literacy among citizens to strengthen civil society support for the media and demand for quality media.

 Having in mind weak media literacy of 
the people in the region, it is of utmost 
importance to continue developing trust 

in the media. 

Tamara Skrozza
Serbian Press Council

Press Council in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina

European Federation 
of Journalists

Ethical Journalism 
Network

Press Council of Kosovo
(under UNSCR 1244)

CMEM, Media Council 
of North Macedonia

School of Journalism and 
Public Relations

Plateform for Independant 
Journalism

South East European Network for 
Professionalization of the Media

The Media Education
 Centre

Press Council 
of Serbia

IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS



Supporting media self-regulation Strengthening Media and
Information Literacy (MIL)

National MIL consultations;

MIL social media campaign (MIL CLICKS);

Creation of CIMU SEE (Coalition of 
Information and Media Users in the region);

Training on MIL.

MEDIA PROFESSION LEVEL

Direct support to press and media councils;

     
Exchange of best practices on media 

ethics in digital age;

 
National and regional capacity building 

activities on media professional standards;

Analysis of the current state of media 
education in the region.

 

Regional and National trainings on 
journalists’ labour rights;

Creation of a regional exchange network 
on Labour Rights (LAREG +);

Seminars within media outlets on 
transparency and ethics;

Promotion of internal media ethical audits.

MEDIA COMPANY LEVEL

Reinforcing media 
good governance

CITIZENS LEVEL

 IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES AT THREE LEVELS :



Why support press councils in this region ? 
• They give evidence of media accountability;
• They promote media quality and reliable journalism;
• They are an alternative for media readers to lengthy and 
expensive court procedures;
• They are a forum of discussion for media professionals 
on their ethical standards in the digital age.

How the project renforce press councils ? 
Direct support is provided to them to:
• Inform media users about their role and functioning;
• Improve their digital presence and running;
• Take part in training about media ethics;
• Network with EU peers.

Strengthened professional standards and media ethic

MORE THAN 800 
COMPLAINTS RECEIVED 

 in the last three years and 526 
decisions have been made. Nowadays, 

the largest number of complaints 
are filled by citizens.

6
UPDATES OF THE NATIONAL 

JOURNALISTIC CODES OF 
ETHICS TO ADAPT DIGITAL AGE

In Albania representatives of the Media 
Council were part of the team working 
on updating the Albanian Code of 
Ethics.

The Press Council in Serbia developed 
specific guidelines to address the 
online copyright issues.

+ 100
NEW MEDIA OUTLETS OF THE 

REGION ACCEPT THE AUTHORITY 
OF PRESS COUNCILS

SUPPORT TO PRESS AND MEDIA COUNCILS

What is media self-regulation ? 
As opposed to media laws and regulations, media self-regu-
lation is a set of voluntary limitations and guidelines for 
media professionals regarding their editorial and professio-
nal standards.

What is a press council ? 
It is the most common form of media self-regulation mechanism. It is a body set up by 
the media profession to ensure respect for their professional and ethical guidelines. 
Each press or media council is different but all of them are handling complaints from 
media users about breach of the journalistic ethical guidelines.

RESULTS

Montenegro Media Council together with 
ombudspersons drafted a new code 
with section dealing with online 
comments.

Improved functioning of press and media councils

1
NEW PRESS COUNCIL

IN ALBANIA

Increased public awareness of the role of the Press Councils

24
EVENTS TO INFORM MEDIA USERS 

ABOUT PRESS COUNCILS 
 (info points, celebrations, online 

campaign).



The Albanian Media Council has been formally 
established, a new website has been created 
and launched.

CMEM, the Media Council of North Macedonia 
organized annual Ethical Awards Compe-
tition for journalists of the country.

The Press Council in Kosovo (under UNSCR 
1244) established two online database : 
one to classify complaints and breaches of 
the journalist’s code of ethics, a second to 
reference media members and non- mem 
bers of the system.

The Press Council in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
developed an awareness campaign to 
address online disinformation and “fake 
news”.

In Montenegro first joint promotion in the 
media of the new code of ethics by the 
media council and the 2 media ombudsper-
sons.

The Press Council of Serbia developed a mobile 
phone application for citizens to file online 
complaints.

In Turkey, the Press Council cooperated with 
P24, which published a first assessment of 
the media self-regulation situation in the 
country with challenges and recommenda-
tions.
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Enhanced cooperation between Press Councils 

Assessment of the journalism curricula in South East Europe
Based on several international journalism programs, The School of Journalism and 
Public Relation (SPJR) has assessed journalism education in the region. It was found 
that students from South East Europe were not sufficiently well prepared to work in 
newsroom upon graduation.

Annual Meetings of the Alliance of Independent Press Councils 
in 2016, 2017 and 2018.

3 
REGIONAL TRAINING SEMINARS

 gathering the 8 press and media 
councils of the region.

World Press Freedom 
Day Celebrations 

in Helsinki. 

At least 5 EXCHANGE VISITS
between regional and international 

press councils.

The Turkish Press Council 
became  new member of the 

Alliance of Independent 
Press Councils in Europe.

PRESS COUNCILS OF THE REGION
DEVELOPED INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

• Increase theoretical knowledge; 
• Include ethic classes in each semester;
• Develop practical training (in courses, internships and media specialisations);
• Develop research projects for students to perfect their reading and writing skills;
• Include investigative journalism and media literacy in the curricula;
• Introduce the study of new media : operation, use and administration;
• Develop cooperation between universities and the media;
• Modernise textbook and literature, to correspond to current trends in journalism.

3

RECOMMENDATIONS



The European Federation of Journalists are carrying out this knowledge 
sharing practices and case studies with journalists from South East Europe. 

Trainings focused on : 
• How to challenge the situation of journalists working without employment 
contracts, short-term contracts and under clear contract conditions ? 
• How to challenge the dismissals of journalists based on the argument of 
« low performance at work » used in some cases in the court by employers. 
• How to collective bargain in an economic crisis situation?

 
 
 
 
 
 

• 

-

LOW SALARIES

FORBIDDANCE TO JOIN TRADE UNION

LACK OF SOCIAL PROTECTION

IRREGULAR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

WEAK JOB STANDARDS

LACK OF INDEPENDANCE SELF-CENSORSHIP PRECARITY

CORRUPTION LOW PROFESSIONAL 
STANDARDS

POLITICAL 
INTERFERENCE

This group has met 6 times to :
• exchange best practices on how to claim and defend labour rights standards;
• raise awareness about labour rights issues in the region.

PROMOTION OF BETTER WORKING 

WHY ? HOW ?

EFJ - European 
Labour Right 
Expert Group

LAREG + Group

ALBANIA BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 
THE REPUBLIC OF   
NORTH MACEDONIA
MONTENEGRO

SERBIA

TURKEY
KOSOVO

(UNDER UNSCR 1244)



The European Federation of Journalists are carrying out this knowledge sharing practices and case 
studies with journalists from South East Europe. 

Trainings focused on : 
• How to challenge the situation of journalists working without employment contracts, short-term 
contracts and under clear contract conditions; 
• How to challenge the dismissals of journalists based on the argument of « low performance at work» 
used in some cases in the court by employers;
• How to organize collective bargaining.

TRAINING ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LABOR STANDARDS

The Ethical Journalism Network developed the content of media 
ethical audits that are meant to be performed internally by media 
managers, media owners, to assess their performance in applying 
ethical standards, in managing conflicts of interests and handling 
their standards of good gouvernance.  

MORE THAN 28
MEDIA OUTLETS IN THE REGION JOINED THE COALITION 

accepting the idea of increase transparency in media through 
ethical self-auditing. 

MEDIA OUTLETS IN 5 COUNTRIES 
BENEFITED FROM INTERNAL SEMINARS 

 organized by EJN to develop systems of good governance covering 
internal systems of transparency, dealing with conflicts 

of interest, and editorial independence.

INCREASING TRANSPARENCY 
OF MEDIA OUTLETS

COMMITMENT TO GOOD GOVERNANCEMEMBERS OF THE LAREG + GROUP ESTABLISHED AND ADOPTED 
THE CHARTER ON JOURNALISTS’ WORKING CONDITIONS

This document reminds the main principle to ensure the correct implementation of journalists’ 
labour laws and the strengthening of journalists’ unions to enable a social dialogue and nego-
tiations of collective agreements.

Montenegro : Pobjeda daily, Dan daily, 
TV Vijesti and Vijesti daily and online, 
RTCG (Radio TV Montenegro, public 
service), Dnevne novine daily, TV Prva, 
Antena M, radio and online, Monitor 
weekly.

North Macedonia : MRT, Nova Makedo-
nija daily, Online portal mkd.mk, TV 
21, TV Telma, Koha daily and online 
(published in Albanian language).

Serbia : N1 TV, Danas dail, Vreme 
weekly, NIN weekly, Fonet News 
agency, Newsweek weekly. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina : Radio Saraje-
vo, Oslobodjenje daily, Nezavisne 
novine daily, Klix.ba new portal.

Albania : Politico.al.  

Kosovo (under UNSCR 1244) : Koha Ditore,  
Zeri (press and television), Kosovo 2.0 
(press and online portal), Insider. 

CONDITIONS FOR JOURNALISTS



MIL CLICKS SOCIAL CAMPAIGN
CLICKS stands for Critical thinking/Creativity, 
Literacy, Intercultural, Citizenship, 
Knowledge & Sustainability. 

A STRATEGICAL APPROACH ON MIL 

5
NATIONAL CONSULTATIONS ON MIL 

LED BY  LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS
in Albania, Serbia, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, Turkey and 
Kosovo (under UNSCR 1244).

2
MIL SPECIALIZED WORKSHOPS 

in Bosnia & Herzegovina and Serbia. 

2 
UNESCO MIL CURRICULUM FOR 

TEACHERS PILOTING 
in Bosnia & Herzegovina and Kosovo

(under UNSCR 1244).

2 
MIL PROGRAMS BROADCASTING

 in Macedonia and Kosovo 
(under UNSCR 1244).

NATIONAL BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS AND POSITION PAPERS ON MIL 
WERE DEVELOPED BY LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS AND WIDELY CIRCULATED.

1 
ASSESSMENT OF COUNTRY-READINESS 
AND EXISTING COMPETENCIES ON MIL 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

SYNERGIES BUILT WITH THE CREATION 
OF COALITION OF INFORMATION 

AND MEDIA USERS IN SEE 

HOW IS THE PROJECT DEVELOPING MIL IN THE REGION ?
• Multi-stakeholder approach to advance MIL to build trust in media;
• National consultations on MIL; 
• National MIL policy and strategy; 
• Using social media to disseminate MIL; 
• Established Coalition of Information and Media Users in South East Europe (CIMU SEE);
• Piloting of UNESCO MIL Curriculum for Teachers; 
• MIL specialized workshops including multiple stakeholders;
• Develop and broadcast MIL programmes for radio or television.

Increase public demand for quality media 
and information and empowering of 
citizens through MIL micro-learning-
content.

• 3 accounts : MIL CLICKS Global, MIL 
CLICKS in SEE and MIL CLICKS in Alba-
nian;
• MIL-related micro-learning content 
provided in 6 languages;
• A website and a campaign on social 
media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter). 3 

 SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS TO DISSEMINATE 
MIL KNOWLEDGE  THROUGH MIL CLICKS 

GLOBAL, SEE AND ALBANIA



-

-

Increasing MIL levels through:
• Networking CSOs;
• Advocating the interests of media and information users; 
• Development of free media and other information providers;
• Advocating for inclusion of MIL in education and public policy;
• Increase demand for quality media;
• Encouraging interaction with self-regulatory bodies and media.

COALITION OF INFORMATION 
AND MEDIA USERS IN SEE (CIMU SEE)

-
-

• Build bridges between media, teachers, community leaders, and civil society in 
general;
• Prepare and adopt national MIL policies/frameworks to sustain MIL diffusion;
• Integrate MIL promotion in media operations.
• Identify main trends and stakeholders in MIL;
• Incorporate MIL skills into all forms of education;
• Strengthen information structures;
• Develop MIL as a tool to build trust in media.

WHAT DOES MEDIA AND INFORMATION
 COMPETENCIES INCLUDE ?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS ON 
STRENGTHENING MIL ? 

• Citizens participate and contribute to society;
• Better quality media;
• Media accountable to the public;
• Democracy is reinforced;
• Diversity, dialogue and tolerance;
• Building trust in media;
• Equality, rights, and inclusion is advanced.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

• Ability to access, evaluate, produce and use information and media content;
• Understand the role and functions of media and information in development and 
democratic societies;
• Knowledge of one’s rights online; understanding how to combat online hate speech 
and cyberbullying; 
• Understanding of the ethical issues surrounding the access and use of information;
• Skills to engage with media and ICTs to promote freedom of expression, dialogue, 
equality, peace etc.



-

A WEBSITE DEDICATED TO THE PROJECT
It has been created to provide up to date informations regarding 
the activities and outcomes of the project, such as : interviews 
with partners and media stakeholders, infographics and publica-
tions. 

MORE THAN 40
NEWS ITEMS PUBLISHED 

2660
VIEWS OF THE PAGES HAVE 

BEEN REGISTERED

A HASHTAG WIDELY RELAYED
Most press councils in South East Europe use Facebook to communicate while other institutions 

prefer Twitter. #TrustinMediaSEE has been used since the starting by UNESCO and its partners to share 
news of the project on social media. UNESCO media channels were mainly used to disseminate the 

informations about the project because of its important community of followers.

MORE THAN 7,2 MILLIONS 
OF FOLLOWERS ON TWITTER

MORE THAN 500 000 IMPRESSIONS OF 
THE HASHTAG #TRUSTINMEDIASEE PER MONTH

A HASHTAG WIDELY RELAYED

-



COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN TO IMPROVE JOURNALISTS 
WORKING CONDITIONS IN SOUTH EAST EUROPE & TURKEY
UNESCO and EFJ  are pushing for better conditions of journalists 
in the region through:
• Press conferences;
• Photography exhibitions;
• Online campaigns.

SUCCESS OF THE MIL CLICKS SEE CAMPAIGN
MIL CLICKS global currently has 4,063 Facebook followers and 
1,077 on Twitter. 

Aside from sharing MIL-related educational content, it uses the 
project hashtag #TrustinMediaSEE along with the EU logo in 
relevant posts and tweets, which has reached 128,377 Twitter 
accounts, and gained 359,858 impressions. It also had a reach 
of 432, 863 on the MIL CLICKS Global Facebook page. As of 
today, 3,466 people from Serbia and other SEE countries have 
joined the MIL CLICKS movement in SEE. The Facebook posts of 
MIL CLICKS SEE have a total reach of 44,855 as of January 
2019. 

SUCCESS OF CIMU SEE ONLINE PRESENCE
• A total reach of 662,810 people / 1,188,056 impressions in 
Facebook and 60 000 impressions in Twitter;
• 85 000 people reached by the package featuring Background 
Documents and Position Papers on MIL policies and strategies in 
SEE and Turkey.
 



#TrustinMediaSEE
#MILCLIKS

https://en.unesco.org/trust-in-media-see

https://www.facebook.com/MILCLICKS/

https://en.unesco.org/trust-in-media-see
https://www.facebook.com/MILCLICKS/

